Universal Screening for Maternal Mental Health Disorders

Introduction
Maternal mental health (MMH) disorders, like postpartum depression, are the most common complication of pregnancy and childbirth, affecting on average, 1 in 5 mothers. Rates are higher among those facing economic challenges and among certain racial groups. For example, rates of maternal depression are more than doubled for Black than White mothers. When left untreated, these disorders can cause devastating consequences for the mother, the baby, family, and society. Many people, including health care providers, are not familiar with the signs and symptoms of these disorders, to easily recognize an MMH disorder. With the incidence of MMH disorders on the rise, it is even more critical that these disorders are detected and treated. The use of research-validated screening tools (questionnaires) to identify those who may be suffering, are now universally recommended. However, because of several complicating factors, screening has not been universally implemented.

Why Screen?
Screening can increase the identification of those who are at risk for MMH disorders and those who are currently suffering. Screening is the first step to identifying a problem so mothers can receive treatment and care to reduce adverse maternal and infant outcomes.

Additionally, screening provides an opportunity for health care providers to:

- indicate that these disorders are common and treatable
- inform mothers of the signs and symptoms
- identify those at risk
- share that these disorders are often preventable with the right support
- note that early detection is important for the health of the mother and baby

What is Universal Screening?
‘Universal screening’ is the systematic administration of an assessment. In the case of maternal mental health screening, universal screening involves the healthcare system implementing standardized protocols and systems to screen all who are pregnant or in the postpartum period.
Screening for MMH disorders is critical to both supporting mothers and families and in saving lives.

A “Positive” Screen is Not a Diagnosis

A positive screening result is not a diagnosis; rather, it tells clinicians that they need to look for further signs and symptoms to confirm whether or not a patient truly has depression or another mental health disorder. When depression or general anxiety is suspected, this assessment can be done by the primary care or front-line treating provider. When symptoms are complex or when multiple diagnoses are present or suspected, further assessment is ideally performed in a timely manner by a mental health professional.

Health Care Expert Organizations Prioritize Screening: A Timeline

- **2010**: The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) was the first professional trade association to significantly address the need for screening among its members, publishing a clinical report.⁶

- **2015**: The American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) overturned its prior guideline, which noted evidence for screening was not strong enough, as screening did not in and of itself lead to treatment. The 2015 position noted patients should be screened by obstetricians at least once during the perinatal period and patients should be supported by obstetricians in obtaining treatment.⁷

- **2016**: The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) followed suit, specifically including pregnant women in their recommendation that adults be screened for depression.⁸

- **2016**: The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) announces state Medicaid agencies may cover screening for maternal depression as a part of a well-child visit.⁹

- **2017**: The American Medical Association (AMA) issued a public statement endorsing screening for maternal depression.¹⁰

- **2018**: The American Psychiatric Association (APA) issued a position on screening and treatment of depressive, anxiety, and psychotic disorders in pregnant and postpartum women.¹¹
Screening Tools

Historically, given research first focused on depression, the most commonly used screening tools (questionnaires) were those that identified depression. This was a start but is no longer considered sufficient. Studies now illustrate anxiety is common in the perinatal period and may be a precursor to depression, indicating that screening should occur for both depression and anxiety. Further, it is well documented that stress, anxiety, and depression in pregnancy are linked to both poor maternal and fetal health outcomes.

COMMUNICALLY RECOMMENDED TOOLS FOR DETECTING MATERNAL DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY

1. **Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ 2 or 9)** offers both a short (2 question) and long (9 question) screener used to detect depression.

2. **Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD 3 or 7)** offers both a short (3 question) and long (7 question) screener to detect generalized anxiety and worry associated with other anxiety-related disorders.

3. **Edinburgh Pregnancy/Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)** is a 10-question survey specific to the perinatal period, to detect depression which also includes two questions about anxiety.

**PHQ and GAD vs. EPDS**

Providers who screen patients for depression and anxiety at various times of their lives are most likely to use the PHQ and GAD, which have been validated for use across the lifecycle, while those who are focused on the perinatal period may prefer to use the EPDS, where questions are specific to the perinatal period.

OTHER SCREENING TOOLS THAT MUST BE ADOPTED TO “DO NO HARM”

Though it is becoming more common to screen for both depression and anxiety, frontline providers should also rule out other disorders before determining an initial referral and treatment plan.

The secondary screening tools include:

1. **Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ)** a 15-question bipolar disorder screener.

2. **Obsessive Compulsive Inventory (OCI 12 or 4)** 12 or 4 question screeners that rank Intrusive Thoughts and OCD symptoms on a four-point scale of symptom distress.

3. **Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS)** a 6-question screener to assesses for suicidal ideation.

4. **Suicide Assessment Five-Step Evaluation and Triage (SAFE-T)** a 5-step assessment that should be used to determine suicide risk and protective factors in order to develop an appropriate care plan.

5. **2020 Mom Psychosis Symptom Checklist (PSC)** a checklist that providers and family members can use to recognize the symptoms of psychosis.
What About Screening for Postpartum Psychosis?

Postpartum psychosis is a severe MMH disorder where symptoms such as delusions and/or hallucinations are present. As psychosis carries an increased risk of suicide and infanticide/homicide, it is critical providers understand the symptoms. Currently, there is no tool or test to diagnose a psychotic episode, in part because symptoms can come and go. However, with the insights of clinical experts, to close this gap, 2020 Mom has developed a “Psychosis Symptom Checklist” that family members and providers can use to recognize the symptoms of psychosis.

Bipolar Disorder Must be Ruled Out Before Prescribing an Antidepressant

In patients with bipolar disorder, an antidepressant may trigger a manic or hypomanic state, unless a mood stabilizer is also prescribed. Mania can be a precursor to psychosis. Therefore, it is imperative that prescribing providers screen for bipolar disorder before prescribing an antidepressant. The MDQ screening tool is a validated tool for detecting bipolar disorder.

Intrusive Thoughts/OCD are Not Psychosis

Many healthcare professionals are not yet familiar with the important clinical nuances between intrusive thoughts and psychosis. As pathways for treatment vary drastically, it is recommended that OCD/intrusive thoughts be “ruled out” prior to determining emergency services are warranted, as ER services are appropriate for more acute safety concerns.

Intrusive or unwanted recurring thoughts are common in pregnancy and the postpartum period and can be disturbing and debilitating. If persistent, intrusive thoughts are associated with maternal OCD. A person with OCD experiences obsessive and distressing thoughts and feelings, and seeks to relieve the distress by acting on them or performing rituals, known as “compulsions.” Intrusive thoughts are “ego dystonic,” meaning the person experiencing them is aware and concerned about these thoughts, and therefore not considered dangerous like psychotic “ego syntonic” thoughts are.

Intrusive thoughts are separate and distinct from the delusional thoughts and hallucinations associated with psychosis. A state of maternal psychosis is considered a medical emergency; having intrusive thoughts is not.

Psychiatric Consultations Provide Support

It is recommended that frontline screening providers contact a psychiatric consult line for support in developing initial treatment plans when more than mild-moderate depression or anxiety is suspected or when the use of multiple psychiatric medications are being considered. Some states have maternal psychiatric consultation services in place offering real-time support. Postpartum Support International provides a consultation service, which involves a provider scheduling a future consultation. Learn more at postpartum.net.
There is a single question on both the PHQ-9 and EPDS screening tools asking if a person has suicidal thoughts. Having suicidal thoughts does not necessarily mean someone is acutely suicidal or at immediate risk of imminent harm. If risk for suicide is suspected, then the Columbia and SAFE-T screeners should be used to assess suicide risk.

**Psychiatric Support May Not Be Readily Available in Emergency Room (ER) Settings**

It may cause a mother and her family great distress and expense if she is sent to the ER inappropriately.

Frontline providers should be judicious in:

1. Determining whether the thought about death may be tied to an intrusive thought vs. true suicidal ideation
2. Assessing for suicide acuity\(^{23}\) and
3. If non-acute, determining whether the patient is safe at home and has access to a psychiatrist in a timeframe that is reasonable in conjunction with this assessment.

**However, when the criteria for psychosis are met, a mother is always considered at a greater risk for suicide and infanticide, and psychosis should be treated as a medical emergency.**

**There are Many Anecdotal Stories About Mothers Being Sent Inappropriately to ERs for Intrusive Thoughts or Depression**

In ER settings, psychiatrists may not be readily available, and mothers may be placed on involuntary psychiatric holds, stripped of their clothes and belongings, including their cell phones, without the ability to see their babies or families. These families are generally traumatized by the experience and often still not given a diagnosis or treatment plan upon release.
Racial Equity in Screening

In 2021, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) declared racism a public health threat. This acknowledgment creates a greater public awareness and understanding, which normalizes conversations about institutional racism and should serve to speed up the implementation of strategies that can effect change.

There have been recent conversations among various advocates and clinicians in the MMH field, particularly among those concerned with the maternal mental health of the Black community, questioning whether the current screening tools are racially and ethnically appropriate.

Dr. Alfiee Breland-Noble conducts research on health disparities in mental health screening, diagnosis, and treatment. She found that the screening tools referenced above are often less relevant for mothers of color. These screening tools were developed and tested with mostly white research participants and do not take cultural differences into account. In an interview with National Public Radio (NPR), Dr. Breland-Noble said Black people are less likely to use the term “depression,” rather they may say that they “do not feel like themselves.” She also notes that ethnically and racially diverse people suffering from mental illness often experience symptoms as physical symptoms, such as stomach aches and migraines. Research has found that these screening tools are not catching as many mothers as they should, particularly when looking at moms of color or those who are low-income.

For these reasons, there has been an increased focus on utilization of tools that measure stress to detect potential depression and anxiety in culturally and racially diverse populations.

Tools for Measuring Maternal Distress in Pregnancy

Scales such as the following validated tools, could be considered by frontline providers:

1. Perceived Pre-Natal Maternal Stress Scale (PPNMSS)  
2. Tilburg Pregnancy Distress Scale (TPDS)  
3. Brief Pregnancy Experience Scale (PES)

Additionally, another pragmatic approach to screening is to lower the EPDS or PHQ cutoff scores for mothers of color.
Screening to Identify Risk for MMH Disorders

Following the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommendation for screening of maternal depression in 2016, the Task Force, in 2019, recommended that counseling interventions be provided to those that at risk for maternal depression.34

According to the USPSTF, “clinical risk factors that may be associated with development of perinatal depression” include:

- Personal or family history of depression
- History of sexual abuse
- Unplanned/unwanted pregnancy
- Current stressful life events (housing move, job change, key change in relationship status, etc.)
- Diabetes or gestational diabetes
- Complications during pregnancy (premature contractions, hyperemesis)
- Low income31
- Lack of family/social support
- Teen parent
- Single parent

Additionally, recent research has identified further risk factors, including:

- Having twins/multiples
- Past personal history of sexual, physical, or emotional abuse
- Current exposure to intimate partner violence or coercion
- Sensitivity to hormonal changes32,33

The USPSTF further noted “There are limited data on the best way to identify women at increased risk for perinatal depression...A pragmatic approach [to identify who is at risk and should receive intervention] would be to provide counseling interventions to those with one or more of the following:

- Personal history of depression
- Current depression symptoms that do not reach diagnostic threshold
- Low-income, young, or single parenthood

Tool for Identifying Risk for Maternal Depression

2020 Mom has developed a simple checklist for providers to use to identify those at-risk and who may warrant intervention using the USPTF’s pragmatic approach. The checklist is referred to as the “Maternal Depression Risk Assessment.”34
Who Should Screen?

As previously noted, MMH screening efforts have commonly focused on postpartum depression, in part because early research focused solely on depression during the postpartum period. This is a significant reason why there has been an emphasis on screening in pediatric offices. There is now greater recognition that new onset of depression and anxiety are almost as prevalent in pregnancy as in the postpartum, and pre-existing untreated depression and anxiety are also cause for concern. Further, research shows that depression during pregnancy increases risk for preterm birth and low birth weight.

**Obstetricians as Primary Care Providers**

Given obstetricians largely serve as primary care providers during the perinatal period, and there is growing recognition of the importance of detecting MMH disorders before conception and during pregnancy, there is now a movement to direct screening responsibility upstream to obstetricians (including midwives and family practice providers who deliver babies).

For purposes of this brief, obstetricians are defined as those who provide prenatal/postpartum care and deliver babies: Midwives, Ob/Gyns and Family Practice Providers.

As noted above, the American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) recommends obstetricians screen patients at least once during the perinatal period for depression and anxiety symptoms using a standardized, validated tool. As the “medical home,” with adequate support, obstetricians are well positioned to serve as the “home base” for universal MMH screening and preliminary treatment plan development.

**The “Fourth Trimester” of Care**

One challenge with leaning on obstetricians to screen is the perception obstetricians do not provide care past the 6-week postpartum visit. In 2018, ACOG developed recommendations through the Presidential Task Force on “Redefining the Postpartum Visit” noting postpartum care for a woman and her infant are essential for long-term health and well-being.

The recommendation noted:

“To optimize the health of women and infants, postpartum care should become an ongoing process, rather than a single encounter, with services and support tailored to each woman’s individual needs... The comprehensive postpartum visit should include a full assessment of physical, social, and psychological well-being.”

ACOG recommends obstetricians provide an initial assessment in the first three weeks postpartum by phone or in person, followed up by ongoing care as needed, and ensuring a well-woman visit within 12 weeks of birth.

**No Wrong Door Approach**

While it is ideal obstetricians provide universal screening; all healthcare providers (nurses, mental health/addiction providers, general psychiatrists, community health workers, lactation consultants, certified peers, doulas, childbirth educators, etc.) and community-based providers should be in a position to screen for MMH disorders and, when needed, refer mothers back to their obstetricians or directly into mental health care if feasible.

A “no wrong door” approach provides multiple entry points for mothers to seek and receive care. This is important as not all mothers access obstetric care. However, mothers may still deliver in a hospital, take their babies to pediatric appointments, or receive support through home visiting or community-based organizations. The postpartum period may be the first opportunity for some mothers to be screened.
Screening Administration

Building Trust Before Screening

Prior to conducting screenings, trust between the mother and provider/screening administrator needs to be established in order for the mother to feel comfortable providing truthful answers. This must start by the screening provider acknowledging that these disorders are the most common complication of pregnancy and the provider showing true concern for the mother. Mothers need to hear that it is not their fault if they suffer from a MMH disorder and that treatment and support is available.

Mothers deserve well-informed screening providers who understand symptoms, the range of treatments and treatment pathways, and potential confusion/fears.

Fear of Child Protective Services

Mothers may be reluctant to admit depressive symptoms out of fear of being judged or even a fear the screening provider will notify Child Protective Services, potentially leading to loss of custody. The fear that this could occur is well-documented, especially in low-income and minority populations. A mother in Alabama spoke out when she sought treatment from her obstetrician for postpartum depression and her children were removed from her home and placed in the care of a relative.

When a mother is so disabled by her depression that she is at risk of neglecting her children, the “Plans of Safe Care” (POSC) model for infants affected by illegal substance use including opioid use disorder, can be utilized by providers as a framework for putting support in place.

Screening as Education

Though screening can raise awareness of MMH disorders, health care providers should also share as much information as possible about the range of MMH disorders, prevalence and signs/symptoms should problems arise later. Providers can do this verbally and awareness materials can be downloaded from websites like 2020Mom.org or Postpartum.net and posted/provided in clinical and community settings, or even sent via texts as images.

Protocols Have Begun to be Developed

Protocols detailing what tools to use and optimal timing of screening have been developed by various organizations, including ACOG, Postpartum Support International (PSI), the American Academy of Pediatricians (AAP) and others. These protocols might include recommended screening frequency, tools, and workflows. A comprehensive maternal and paternal depression screening implementation manual was developed by the Commonwealth Fund for pediatric offices. The manual is a helpful reference for implementing a screening practice in any clinical setting.
Screening Frequency and Timing

Frequent screening in various settings has been recommended by some organizations, so all mothers have the optimal chance to be screened. Other organizations have recommended universal screening happen at least once, and by one provider, limiting duplication of efforts and confusion about clinician roles and responsibilities.

Recommendations on how often and when screening should occur range from screening once during the perinatal period (pregnancy through one year postpartum) to screening up to 9 times, as illustrated below.

**American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology**

In its committee opinion 757, American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) recommends screening:
- At least once during the perinatal period
- At the comprehensive postpartum visit

ACOG further indicates if a patient is screened for depression and anxiety during pregnancy, additional screening should then occur during the comprehensive postpartum visit.

**American Psychiatric Association**

In a 2018 position statement, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) recommended a total of 6 screens throughout the perinatal period, including two screenings during pregnancy.\(^\text{11}\)

The recommending timing of screenings conducted by obstetrician:
- At least twice during pregnancy
- At least once postpartum

They also recommend screening in the pediatric setting:
- At 1, 2, and 4 month well-child visits

**Postpartum Support International**

Postpartum Support International (PSI) recommends universal screening for MMH disorders during prenatal and postpartum visits with obstetricians. The recommended timing of screenings:\(^\text{44}\)

- First prenatal visit
- At least once in second trimester
- At least once in third trimester
- Six-week postpartum obstetrical visit (or at first postpartum visit)
- Repeated screening at 6 and/or 12 months in OB and primary care settings

PSI also recommends screening in the pediatric setting at these intervals:
- At 3, 9, 12-mo pediatric well-child visits (with pediatrician)
Barriers and Opportunities for Improved Screening and Follow Up Care

While screening tools and evidenced-based treatments exist, the process of accessing interventions and treatment is not simple for the general or the perinatal population. Barriers for the general population, or other specialized populations, are similar to those that exist for perinatal patients. In a 2022 study, among veteran patients confirmed to have depression, 68% did not have at least three follow-up appointments with mental health specialists, counselors, or primary care providers within three months of a positive depression screening.45 One study specific to the perinatal population reported that less than 15 percent of positive screens received further assessment and follow-up treatment.46

Mental Health Provider Shortages

Many providers do not screen because they do not know where to refer a mother for treatment. There is a severe shortage of mental health providers (psychiatrists (MDs), therapists, and psychologists (PsyDs)) throughout the United States. The Health Resources and Service Administration (HRSA) has identified that over 1/3 of Americans (over 140 million people) live in a mental health shortage area - where there is less than one mental health provider for every 30,000 people.47 The shortage of behavioral health providers is a major barrier for ensuring those in need of treatment receive proper care. As states work to recruit more mental health specialists,48 additional solutions must be considered and quickly deployed.

Solutions like the following must be deployed with urgency:

1. Increasing the number of state-certified peer support specialists to provide immediate brief intervention and care coordination
2. Increasing frontline obstetrician office capacity to screen, treat and manage anxiety and depression through training and mental health provider to provider consultation
3. Increasing insurance coverage for and provider education about prescribed digital therapeutics
4. Increasing access to support groups that are no cost or covered through insurance

Other “Access” Challenges

For those of low socioeconomic status, the most frequently cited barriers for treatment are also those stressors that contribute to MMH disorders: lack of childcare, lack of transportation, lack of insurance, high out-of-pocket expenses, and lack of financial flexibility.59 Additionally, mothers from racially diverse populations may have experienced mistreatment in the healthcare system and distrust the medical community. This, for example, is a noted factor for many Black people choosing not to seek or receive care.50

The Bifurcated Mental Health System

In addition to mental health provider shortages, both patients and screening providers are faced with an additional systemic barrier, the bifurcated mental health and medical care delivery systems. Traditional health care insurance coverage was first developed to cover unexpected illness and injury. At the request of employers, specialty insurance companies formed to provide optional coverage for vision, dental, and mental health and substance abuse often referred to as “behavioral” health. Separate insurance policies or “carved out” coverage, has created significant added and unnecessary complexity. Because many medical conditions coexist with behavioral conditions and one may cause another, forward-thinking health insurers/plans are beginning to bring mental health ‘in house.’51 52 When health insurers/plans universally and directly provide behavioral health coverage through their base medical plans, a substantial barrier to care will be lifted.

There are several major barriers to care and, therefore, screening.
Reimbursement for Screening

Most state Medicaid agencies reimburse maternal depression screenings that are conducted by pediatrician offices at well-child visits. This is in part, due to the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) directive to states regarding screening for maternal depression in pediatric settings. While this is a step for ensuring mothers receive MMH screening in the postpartum, this neglects screening during pregnancy and only acknowledges state Medicaid programs should reimburse pediatricians, not yet addressing the role of obstetricians in screening.

Reimbursing Obstetricians to Screen Should be a Priority

At present, most obstetricians receive a ‘global capitation’ rate for all maternity care, which is a flat rate of payment once pregnancy is confirmed through the final postpartum visit. Opportunities exist to reimburse obstetricians outside of this global capitation rate and beyond the initial postpartum visit for screening as well as treatment and management of depression and anxiety. This can start by state Medicaid agencies and private insurers publishing screening reimbursement protocol, like many have for pediatricians.

Few state Medicaid agencies have addressed reimbursement to obstetricians for screening. Massachusetts provides billing codes but does not reimburse. California requires obstetricians to screen, and the state’s Medicaid reimburses obstetricians for screening.

Private insurance carriers have not produced wide-spread reimbursement protocols for obstetric providers either. Private insurers may provide such guidance to primary care providers. Some have provided direction in California, which is the only state where obstetricians are mandated to screen all patients regardless of whether the mother is covered by state Medicaid or private insurance.

Pregnancy Medicaid Begins to Extend Through 12 Months Postpartum

Until recently, it was disregarded that most U.S. mothers covered through Medicaid lost coverage at six weeks postpartum. California was one of the first states to take action, by extending Medicaid for those with a MMH disorder. The national maternal mortality crisis propelled a focus on postpartum coverage to prevent maternal death. With the passage of the American Rescue Plan Act in 2021, states that are interested in extending postpartum coverage an additional 10 months can submit a Medicaid state plan amendment in order to receive the additional matching funds from the federal government. These matching funds will enable more states to expand their Medicaid programs to extend postpartum coverage for mothers. Prior to this provision, the federal government only provided matching funds for 60 days, making it difficult for states to expand their Medicaid postpartum coverage without additional funding from the federal government. As of January 2022, 18 states have adopted Medicaid extension.
How Often is Screening Occurring?

In the last five years, screening has likely been adopted more widely given the ACOG, USPSTF, and AMA recommendations, but likely is not widespread given the persistent barriers. It has been difficult to track screening rates in the U.S. as data has been limited to research, which has taken a look at a single point in time and a specific provider or patient population.60

There has been no systemic process in place to measure MMH screening rates in the U.S. However, this is changing with the development of the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s (NCQA) Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) maternal depression screening measure.

Philanthropy Invests to Create a U.S. Maternal Mental Health Screening Measure

Many U.S. health care quality measures are developed with private funding. The Maternal Mental Health HEDIS measure was developed with funding provided by The California Health Care Foundation and the ZOMA Foundation.

The HEDIS measure will monitor how often obstetric providers are screening for maternal depression. The measure assesses screening during pregnancy and the postpartum period and includes measuring whether a follow-up encounter at least once in 30 days when there is a positive screen.38

Until recently, HEDIS data collection involved reviews of medical records or insurance claim data. The new reporting method, Electronic Clinical Data Systems (ECDS), encourages and relies on the use and sharing of electronic clinical data (administrative claims, electronic health records, case management systems, and health information exchanges/clinical registries) across health care systems.61

The first data set from this HEDIS measure is expected to be reported in 2022. This data will help provide a baseline for how often screening is occurring in obstetric settings and gauge how quickly change is occurring. This reporting will also help identify states or regions where screening rates are high and low, and allow organizations to push for more aggressive action until screening rates are in the acceptable 90% range for all regions and populations.
In Summary

Research-validated screening tools (questionnaires) are recommended to identify those who may be struggling with MMH disorders during pregnancy and the postpartum period. Obstetricians are being recognized as the provider who should routinely and universally screen, while a “no wrong door” approach is also recommended to catch all mothers, given some mothers for a variety of reasons do not receive care from obstetricians. Unfortunately, complicating factors like mental health provider shortages, unclear reimbursement protocols, and the bifurcated mental health system have delayed the implementation of universal screening. Efforts are underway to support a wider range of providers in the delivery of recommended screening and treatment protocols and reimbursement of screening by obstetricians should be prioritized. Reporting of screening rates through the newly developed HEDIS measure will further illuminate opportunities and propel change.
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